24th Cen.

Ki’tang-class Bird-of-Prey
Raider Spaceframe

Entered Service: 2381
Overview: Larger and bulkier
than previous birds-of-prey, the
Ki’tang class was developed
following the Dominion War as
the Klingon Empire worked to
replenish its damaged fleet.
Imperial engineers developed the
Ki’tang-class raider as a sturdy
ship that could operate easily as a
long range raider operating far
behind enemy lines.
Capabilities: Though the
weapons systems and propulsion
have been updated, for the most
part they resemble earlier birdof-prey models. The bridge has more stations, however, and the systems are fit with
multiple back-ups as well to keep the Ning’tao class operating through many
different battles.

Systems
Comms 9
Computers 10

Engines 11

Structure 8

Sensors 10

Weapons 12

Departments
Command 0
Conn +1

Security +1

Science 0

Engineering +1

Medicine 0

Scale: 4

Weapons
•
•
•

Disruptor Cannons
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 3)
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Talents
•
•

Cloaking Device
Redundant Systems
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Ch’Tang-class Variant
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Like the Ning’tao-class design variant of the Norgh-class bird-of-prey, the plated
Ch’Tang-class variant design is a 25th-century retrofit of an earlier design that shows
clear Gorn and Orion influences. With its bent wings and dorsal nacelles, the
Ch’Tang class is distinctly insectile. The raider’s armaments and systems are
updated to the latest technology and created a new bird-of-prey ready to lead the
Empire’s fleets into a new century of combat and warfare. With the Ning’tao-class
already in the final stages of design, the focus for the Ch’Tang-class bird-of-prey
from the start was mobility and combat readiness.

Entered Service: 2403
Changes: Increase Structure and Engines by +1, decrease Engineering to +1, and
increase Conn to +2. Exchange Redundant Systems for Improved Impulse Drive and
exchange photon torpedoes for quantum torpedoes.
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